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Answer AII the followins questioFs:

Q!:
I - prove that I e* coshbx dx - lu'  J  b2_a ,
2- Evaluate the following integrals :
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if ic) Find the area bounded by the curyes ! =xz *6x +g and y =2x _7.
(5 Marks)
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fd) use Simpson's rule to approximat. 
J G .l dx, using 4 subintervals. (4 Marks)
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Q: (26 Marks)

(a) Using integration, find the volume and the surfac e areagenerated when the region
bounded by the following curves: x =2-ly -21 and,r =0 is rotated about the x-axis.

(12 Marks)

(b) calculate the length of the arc of the curve/ =lG'*1) between r =l and x =3.-6 . r
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s: (50 Marks)
(a) Prove that the equation 2x2 +7xy +3y'+gx +r4y +g = 0 represents two

straight lines. Find the two lines, the angle between them, and bisector equations.
(b) By suitable hansformation of cordinate il(es, remove first degree term of the equation

x'-4xy +3yt +6x -8y +15=0, then classi$itfre obtained equation.
(c) Discuss and sketch the hyperb ola 9x 2 -76y 2 + 18x +J21t - l-il-=q-tn n find the---_* .

foci, directrices, and asymptotes.
(d) If the normal at the end of a latus rectum of an ellipse passes through,one extremity

of the minor axis, show that the eccentricify of the curve is givin by the equation
eo +e '  - l=0.

(e) Find the equation of the cornmon tangent of yr=gx arld x2 =l2y .
(f) sketch the graph of the polar equation 12 =4rcosd, then transform it into

iartesian coordinates.
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Good Luck
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